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1 Introduction 
/ 

Nonlinear WN algebras, since their discovery in quantum conformaLfield theory by A.Zamo· 
lodchikov -[1], received ,much attention. Recently, it has· beeri found that these alge.bras have . 
interesting :implications 'at the classical level as -the symmetry algebras :of some· field-theory -
models: the systems of free d = 2 ho.sonic fields [2, 3], Toda lattices [4], the supersymmetric 
extensions of the latter, etc. The gauging of thesedassical WN symmetries and their various_ 
linear limiting cases, such as W 00 and w00 , has been performed[2, 5] and some· steps towards 
understanding their geometric origin have been done [6]. For a deeper insight into the structure 

,of W-gravities, W-strings arid related theories (both already known and yet to be constructed) 
it seems very urgent to fully· ~eveal, from different points of vi~w,· the' geometry b~hind W 
symmetries. . 

The most natural, way to understand the gemhetry of some symmetry group G is to con
sider _it as a group of transformations acting in the coset space G / n· with. a properly chosen. 
stability subgroup Hi_ This is a starting point of the famous ~onlinear realization method [7]. 
In this method, the coset space. coordinates (or, at least, a part of them) are identified . with 
the goldstone fields, th~s giving a clear geometric mea~ing to these fields. The group transfor
mation·s of the latter 'acquire a transparent geometric interpretation as isometries of the ·coset 
manifold (linear or nonlinear, depending on whether the corresponding generators belong to 
the_ stability subgroup or to the coset). Defining the relevant left-invariant Cartan forms, one 

·may construct out of them all the tensor object characterizing the intrinsic geometry of given 
. group: curvatures, torsions, complex structure·s, etc. The invariant actions are also built from __ 
.these basic covariant quantities, ,. __ - · 

_Nonlinear reali_zations defined in. accordance with the prescriptions of [7] work nicely in the .. 
case of ·finite-dimensional groups G and H where they have been.successfully used, e.g., for 
constructing nonline~r sigma models .. Their applications to infinite--dimensional symmetries -, 
started with_ the ar!fcles of V.Ogievetsky and one of the present autho~s :(E,I.) [8] in. which 

.. ordinary gauge theories were interpreted.as nonlinear realizations.of gauge groups viewed as 
some abstract groups with an infinit·e number of generators. In the papers of two of us (E.I. 

· _& S.K) [9] 'a nonlinear realization of Virasoro symmetry. (to be more precise; of its centerless 
· contact subsymmetry) has been constructed for the first time. Later we treated along the same· 
line various super-Virasoro symmetries [10]. Recently, the_nonlinear realization techniques were 
applied for the geometric understanding of field realizations :<?f w 00 and Woo symmetries [3, 11 l: 

In the present paper we suggest a new gene"ral geometric set-up for :classicaLWN symme
tries, based on their nonlinea.r realizations. _We address here the simplest ca:se N ,.;_ 3, however-, 
no principal diflicuJties are seen in ~xtending. our. approach to other algebras ~nd superalge
bras of this kind. The basic trickallowing us to apply the ;tandard nonlinear realization 

· scheme to the nonlinear algebras of the type WN consists in replacing them· by __ some abstract . 
infinit_e-dimensional linear W 00 type algebras (WV in what follows) which arise if one treats as 
independent all the composite higher spin generators appearing in the commutators of the basic 
WN generators. We construct a nonlinear realization of W3 symmetry (to be more precise, of 
its two commuting d = 2 light-cone + and - copies) in its certain infinite-dimensional coset 
space and demonstrate that after imposing the inverse Higgs effect [8] covariant constraints we 
are left with two essential goldstone fields on which the original symmetry is realized precisely 
as W3 symmetry on t)ie s/3 Toda lattice fields. Thus the Toda realization of W 3 is recovered 
in a pure geometric way as a 2_articular coset realization of some linear symmetry with an 
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infinite number of higher spin generators. The s/3 Toda lattice equations get an interesting 
geometric interpretation in this appro~ch as the conditions which single out (together with 
the inverse Higgs effect constraints) a two-dimensional fully geodesic subspace in the original 
infinite-dimensional coset space. This subspace is intimately related to the group SL(3, R), be
ing a special coset manifold of the latter. The corresponding algebra s1(3, R) is hidden in W3 as 
a factor algebra of orie of its infinite-dimensional subalgebras. A zero-curvature representation 
for the s/3 Toda lattice equations on this s1(3, R) algebra naturally emerges in -the approach 

·proposed. 

2 Preliminaries: nonlinear realizations of W2 symmetry 

Having i~ mindthat the present paper act~ally promotes the results of (9) to the case of W3 , 

it is useful to review here in brief main fe~tures of nonlinear re~lizations of Virasoro (W2 ) 

symmetry, . . . . . , . 
.We considered in (9) two mutually commuting copies of an infinite-dimensional group of 

transformations generated by the truncated centerless set of d .=;= 2 Virasoro generators1 

L_1, Lo, Li; L2, ... Ln, :·· (2.1) 

We have identified the d = 2 Minkiowski light-cone coordinates x+, ;- with the parameters of 
the coset of this group ~ver its infinite-dimensional subgroup H generated by two cop.ies of the 
generator sets { L0 , L1 ; • •• Ln,; .. }' and found that the left action of the original group on this 
coset yields just the standard d = 2 conformal coordinate transformations (with.the parameters 

_nonsingular at x± = 0) · . . . . , . . 
. +oo ,, 

,5x±. ==·,\± (x±) = I: \; (x±r+I . · (2.2) 
n=-1 

Thus these transformations appear .in a pure geometric way as left shifts on a two-parametric 
coset of d = 2 conformal group: Further, one may extend the set of the coset generators by 
including into it the sii.m of generators L0 •rr~m two commuting copies (the difference of these 
generators should be placed into the stability subgroup as it generates linear d = 2 Lorentz_ 
SO(l, 1) transformations). If we ti-eat the corresponding coset parameter as ad= 2 goldstone· 
field, u(x+, x-), ,J,e immediately obtain that the left action of the conformal group.on this new· 
coset ,manifold induces for u(x+, x-) the following transformatioris 

- . ' ·. 1 . 
·. ou(x) = ..c,\+8+u(x)- ,\-8_u(x) + - (8+,\+ + 8_,\-), 

. . ' : . . ' 2 .· ·'. . 
(2.3) 

where the first two pieces a.re due to the coordinate trarisformations '(2.2). 'This transformation . 
law-is recognized asthat of d = 2 dilaton (~r, hi other words, of d = 2 Liouville field). So, 
the conformal transformationof this field also has a clear geometric interpretation within the 
nonlinear realization in question as a coordinate transformation in' an extended 'coset manifold.· 

Some subtleties· come out when one tries to con~truct · the Cartan forms· on these cosets. 
Because of the specific structure of the commutation relations of Virasoro algebr~ the standard · 

' -- .. ·, ' . - . ' 

1 Later on, the relevance of this subgroup for the classical Virasoro d.= 2 gravity has been pointed out by 
K.Schoutens and A.Sevrin and J.van Holten [12]. · · 
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procedure of (7) in this case fails to give reasonable covariant objects2 and one is led to seek 
for a way out. Paradoxically, the simplest and most suggestive decision is to add to the above 
three coset generators an infinite set of the remaining ones, leaving in H only the d = 2 Lorentz 
generator (9). The transformation properties of :i:±, u(x) do ·not change and at the same time 
we become able to define an infinite set of well-behaved covariant Cartan forms on the d = 2 
conformal group, entirely following the procedure of (7). As a cost; we gain an infinite nu~ber 
of new goldstone fields. These, however, are redundant, in the sense that all can be eliminated 
in terms cif u(x) and its.derivatives by putting certain prpjections of the relevant Ca_rtan forms 
equal to zero; This manifestly covariant procedure of getti~g rid of the superfluous goldstoi1e · 
fields is called inverse Higgs effect (8) and it is widely ~pplied now i{1 nonline,;r realizations 
of space-time. symmetries. In [9) ,we have found that in the Virasoro case this effect can be 
extended so as to yield a dynamics for the essential coset p~rameter u(a:): by imposing some• 
additional covariant·constraints on the Cartan forms we were able.to obtain for 11(a·) eithei· free 
or Liouville equations · 

iJ+o~u(,r) = O oi D+D_u(.~:);,,, m2e-2•(,·l (2.-l) 

which so turned out to b_e i1{timately related to the iutrinsic ·g~ometry of classical Virasoro 
symmetry. These equations, together with the kinematic Higgs effect constraints, have been 
shown· to play a role of the ~onditions singling out certain fully geodesic finite-dimensional 
subspaces (Ei/SO(l,1) and S0(1,2)/SO(l,1)) in the infinite-dime11~io11al coset ;n~nif~ld we 
started with. . 

·classical vV3 symmetry is a nonlinear extension of Virasoro symmetry by a new infinite set 
of the spin 3 generators and it has a natural realization mi two d = 2 fields described eitlier 
by the free action or by that of s/3 Toda lattice (2, •I]. With this' in miud, we inay guess that. 
having somehow generalized the above schen1e to the W3 case, we might rederive these theories 
and the. correspondii1g realizations oLW3 in a pure geometric' Wa}'· This is indeed so and our 
further incentive here will be to prove this. It is useful first to recall some basic faci.s about ·:,/3 

Toda. lattice a1;d the corresp.ouding classical realization of H'3 • · · · 

3 s·[3 Toda lattice and its W3 invariance 

Let us begin by writing down the action of s/3 Toda latt.ice ·, 

S = ,y2 dx+d[ ~a_uD u + ~o_<f,8 </> + !.'!.!.c-i(u+./31>l + 1112 c..,-2(u-v'3</>l (3.1) J ( J 2 2 ) 

, ·2 + 2 + 8 8, 
. \ -- : ' 

and the ~~rresponding'equa.tions of motion for two scalar fields 11(,i:+ ,,1·-), ¢(.,+, .r-J 

· 8+8~u mr -2(u+./34>) · m~ .-2(i,-./3cJ,) --e --f. 
4 · 4 

(:l.2) 

8+8..:.¢, 
p; 2 . Pi 2 

V"lll.1. -2(u+./34>) + v3m2 -2(u-./34>) ----e e 
4 · 4 . 

2As was recently not.iced [11), analogous difriculties appear when Considering finit.P-dimc-nsiona.l coset. span·s 
of the W = type symmetries.; Moreover, these are present alrl'ady at the demcnt.ary l,•wl of nonlinear realization 
of the 4D conformal group S0(4,2) inMinkowski space regarded as a coset space of S0(4,2) . 

., 
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As is shown in [4) , the system (3.2) is invariant under conformal transformations generated by 
the sress-tensor T<-2) 3 

. -2T(-2J 1 (8 )2 1 (a· ,i.)2 1 a2 
i . = -2 u - 2 'I' - 2 u . (3.3) 

and under the transformations, generated by the spin.3 current J(-3 ) · 

,~2JH) == !a3¢, + ~82¢,Bu + !(au)28¢, + 2(8u)28¢,- ~(8¢,)3 • • (3.4) 
. .. 4 2 .2 .. . ,, . 3 .. 

The conformal transformation of u(x)is given by·eq.(2.3) while ¢,(x) is transformed only due 
to conformal shifts of its arguments · · · 

8¢,(x) = ...:.\+8+</>(x)- .\-a_<f,(x) (3.5) 

The spi~ 3 ti-~sforuiation.s ar~ a bit more complicat~d .. · 

- 1 
6u = - 2a18¢, + a (82¢, + 48u8¢,) (3.6) 

- 1 3 · -· 
6¢, = -a" - -a'au + a (2(8u) 2 

- 2(8¢,)2 - 82u) 
4 .2 . . . 

The Lie bracket of two such' transfor~ations yields a 'conformal transformation ~nd a 1iew spin 
4 trnrisformation which" looks as th_~ rnriformal one _with field-dependent parameters ·- . 

[6.,, 6.,) = 0). 

.\'= ata2 ,-- ~a;a; + 8a1~; ((8u) 2 + (8¢,)2+82u) - (1 t-> 2) (3.7) 

This group structure is typical for W3 symmetry [lJ Note an important distinction of{3.7) 
· from the Lie bracket structure of what is called clil:5sical W3 symmetry in [5]. It consists in the . 
presence of ordinary d =·2 conformal transformations on the right-hand side of (3.7): As we 
shall see, the nonlinear realization of just this type of W3 leads to a nontrivial output. 

In contrast to (2.3), (3.5), the W3 transformations (3.6) contain higher derivatives on the 
fields, ~o they cannot be immedia~ely interpreted as resulting from some coset.manifold real

. iz.ation of W3 • Moreover, in view. of rioniiriear character- of W3 algebra, one may wonder how 
the very notion of such realizations, well defined in the case of symmetries with ordinary, linear 
algebras, could be extended to the present case. In 'order to answer all these questions, let us 
inspect in more detail the structure of W3 • ' 

4 From W3 to Wi'0 

· The most general classical nonlinear W3 algebra is the classical versimi of Zamolodcliikov's W3 
[13] ' . 

~ 2T(x) T'(x) 
T(z)T(x) = -( )4 + -( --)2 +--. z-x z-x z-x 

. . 

_ 3 From now on we omit the Lorentz indices·{±} in the currents, keeping in mind a full symmetry between 
the { +} and { - } branches. 
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T(z)J(x) =· 3J(x) + J'(x) 
(z-:-x) 2 z-x (4.1) 

· . _ ¥ 15T(x) ¥-T'(x) ¾T"(x) + ~A(x) 
J(z)J(x) - ------------;---,:::----

. · (z-x) 6 (z-x) 4 (z-x)3 (z-x)2 

. ½T"'(x) + ¥-A'(x) 
- (z - x) 

where the operator A(x) is defined as a square of T(x): 

A(x) = T(x)T(x) (4.2) 

The operator product expansions (4.1) amount to the following commutation relations 

[ 
C 3 

Ln, Lm) = (n - m)Ln+m + 
12 

(n - n)6n+m,O 

[Ln,Jm) =, (2n - m)Jn+m (4.3) 

24 · n-m [ 2 5 ] 
[Jn,Jm] = -c(n-m)An+m--2-. (n+m) -: 2~m-4 _Ln+m-

c 2 2 . 
-

48
(n -4)(n -l)n6n+m,o 

,, __ _ 

where 

Ln =! dx;n+IT(x) Jn=f dxxn+
2
J(x) , An= J dxx"+3 A(x)=LLm'-nLn. (4.4) 

m 

• The algebra generated by the s13 Toda lattice currents (3.3),(3.4) with respect to the Poisson. 
brackets (between the canonical fields u(x) = ;u(x) and ¢,(x) = ;cp(x)) ·\s just (4.3) with 

C = 372 
(4.5) 

The fields u(x), cp(x) are inert under the action of central charge, hence, so far as the group. 
variations (2.3),(3.5),(3.6) are concerned, the algebra ( 4.3) is reduced _to 

[Ln,Lm) = (n-m)Ln+m ; [Ln,Jm] = (2n -m)Jn+~ , (4.6) 

[Jn,Jm) 24 · 1 '. [ · 5 ] = -c(n - m)An+m-:-- in - m) (n + m) 2
-:- 2nm-4 Ln+m 

Nonethele;s, we cannot completely put the central cliarge equal to zero when we consider the 
realization of W3 on the fields. 'This situation becomes more clear if we consider for example 
the following commutator 

[Ln,Am) = (3n - m)An+m + i(n3 
- n)Ln+m (4.7) 

It is easy to clieck that the last term in the right hand side of (4.7) does not drop from the 
algebra and so the presence ~f the central charge in the W3 algebra (4.3) is crucial for our 
consideration,' In other words, we may put central charge equal to zero only when it acts 
directly on the fields (because it does not produce any symmetry), however should keep it in 
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the places where it enters as a structure constant, i.e. the commutators involving the spin 4 
generator An (4.7) and the higher spin composite generators. 

Let us forget for a moment about any relation of the algebra ( 4.3) to Toda lattice and regard 
it as some abstract nonlinear algebra completely defined by the commutation relations (4.3) 
and the bilinear relation (4.4). 

As was already mentioned, the nonlinear realization techniques we intend to apply to the W3 
symmetry have been worked out in [7] for symmetries bas!!d on Lie algebras, i.e. linear algebras. 
How to generalize these techniques to symmetries with nonlinear algebras? Our proposal is to 
treat all the composite higher-spin generators appearing in the enveloping algebra of (4.3) 
as independent ones. In other words, one replaces (4.3) by some linear infinite-dimensional 
higher-spin algebra W3 · · 

W3e<':d { L~, Jn, An, ... J~, ... } , S = 5,6, ... (4.8) 

in which the commutation relations between generators of the lowest spins (2 and 3) are given 
by ( 4.3) and all the remaining relations involving the higher-spin generators A,:;, ... J~, ... are ' 
computed proceeding from these basic relations.and the quadratic relation (4.4). In principle, 
any commutator can be computed in this way and a generic form of higher-order commutators 
can be indicated. For our purpose it is of no need to know the detailed structure of these 
commutators. We only note that the central charge c appe.ars in the r.h.s. of these commutators 
as a structure constant multiplying the lower spin generators. · 

Surprisingly, in spite of seemingly complicated structure of such a huge algebra, it is rather 
easy to single out its some important subalgebras. Of major relevance for our purpose is the 
following infinite-dimen&ional subalgebra which is the genuine generalization of the truncated 
Virasoro algebra (2.1) 

; 

L2 
A-3 _ A-2 

L_i 'Lo Li . L2 
L1 Jo Ji J2. 
A-1 Ao A1 A2 

(4.9) 

We call it Wf. Like in the case of.(2.1), the central charge drops from those.com~nutation 
relations of W3 in which it is present on its own. However,- it retains in the higher-spin 
commutation relations as the structure constant .. To avoid a misunderstanding, let us point 
out that the higher-spin generators in {4.9), when treated as composite, still_ belong to the 
enveloping algebra of the _whole W3 which involves the generators with all negative and positive 
conformal dimensions. Nevertheless, it is a simple exercise to verify that the generators (4.9) 
indeed form a closed.set. , . _. · . · . · · · • · 

As opposed to the algebra (2.1) which contains the nontrivial finite-dimensional subalgebra 
s/(2, R) = {L_1 , L0 , Li} , no finite~dimensional subalgebras wit_h more than one J generator' 
exist in (4.9). A curious fact which, to our knowledge, was never mentioned in literature, is as 
follows. Let us consider the infinite-dimensional "triangular"subalgebra W" in W3 

W"= 
{ 

L_1 Lo L1 } 

. ~~~-/~~--~~~--~~-?~<~~--~3 ( 4.10) 
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(dots mean higher-spin generators with proper -indices) which is a sort of the 'so called wedge 
algebra [14]. Then it is straightforward to check that the.factor algebra of (4.10) over an 
infinite-dimensional idea!in~luding all the generators in-(4.10) except for those present in the 
first t\vo lines is the algebra s/(3, R) 

· W"/{A-3, ... ,AJ, ... JL .. . } ~ s/(3, R) (4.11) 

Finally, we would like to note that the version of classical W3 symmetry treated in [5] can 
be obtained from ( 4.3) by a kind of contraction with c as the contraction parameter. Indeed, 
let us rescale the generators Jn as jn = c 1t2 jn and then let C go to zero. It is easy to see that 
no singularities inc appear at any step and (4.3) go over in this limit)o 

[Ln,Lm] 

[J,.,J,,.] 

(n - m)Ln+m 
I 

- --(11 - m)An+m - 2 

[L,.,Jm] = (2n - m)Jn+m (4.12) 

This algebra seems t.o be not too interesting for constructing a nonlinear realization because all 
its generators, beginning with those ·of spin _3, and the higher spin ones {treated in the abo~e 
spirit; as independent) form an infinite-diniensional ideal in iL The corresponding factor-algebra 
is just the centerless Virasoro algebra (2.1 ). Respectively, the aforementioned finite-dimensional 
factor-algebra s1(3, R) degenerates in the limit c = 0 into its contraction of the type discussed 
in [5]: . 

5 Nonlinear'realiza~ions of.Wt) 

Having replaced W3 by a linear algebra l,V3 , -~e are ready to construct a nonlinear realization 
· of the latter along the lines of_ [9], following the generic prescriptions of [7] and employing the 
inverse Higgs effect [8]. 

· By reasonings of minimality and for the correspondence with the nonlinear realization of 
Virasoro group [9] we limit ourselves to the truncated algebra 1¥3 (·1.9). Like in the Virasoro 
case, in order to have· manifest d = 2 Lorentz synimetry, we start with the product· of_ two 
commuting copies of the J,V3 symmetry groups 

.G = W3'+ XIV~ , (5.1) 

As.a next step we need t~-choose an ~ppropriate coset of G, which is a.dually reduced to choosing 
the· stability_ subgroup If. We have checked that, in contrast to the Virasoro case. no finite-

·- I dimensional cosets analogous to those discussed in Sect.2 .can be found -in G. So, e,·en before 
constructing Cartan forms, in the present case one is forced t.o deal with infinit.e-dimensional 
coset manifolds. Fortunately, it is not so difficult as it could seem. For thC'_correspondence 
with, the Virasoro case [9] the coset should include.the generators L:1 , Lt+ L0, Lt .... L;·, ... , 

. with the d = 2 coordinates ,r± and theLiouville field u(,r) being parameters corresponding 
to the first three gener~tors. Also, havi1;g as a g~al to e~entually come to s/3 Toda: lattice, 
we need to reserve a pla.ce for the second Toda field ¢(,r) as the coset parameter.- The only 
appr~priate generators ha.ving zero conformal dimension are Ji;, so we are led t.o include their 
linear combination into the set of. the coset generators. Finally,"it would be desirable t.o place 
all higher-spins generators int.o the stability, subgroup and in what follows not to rnre about 
them. 
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All these wishes are met with the choic~ of the, following two-parameter stability subgroup4 

H ex {1± - m{m~ p , 1+ + ;/3 L +- - m{ (r + ;/3 L-). .1+ - .1- . -2 4 2 ' -1 2 -1 2 I 2 I • 0 0 • 
(5.2) 

L+ L- 1- ;_13L·_ m~ (1+ ;/JL+) A± ± h. h. . . } o - o, -1:- 2 -1- 2 1 - 2 1 ; _3,A_2, .•. ; 1g erspmgenerators, 
' . - ' 

From the poi~t of view of the s/(3, R) facto~ ,algebra (4.11), these combinations of generators 
form the maximal parabolic subgroup in the diagonal SL(3, R). Note also that justthe above 
combination of 1::1 , L':1 , but. not _each of these generators separately, forms a. closed algebra 
with the remaining H-generators. 

Now, an element of the coset space G/H can be p~rametrized as follows 

g = G/H = e"'±L:,e,t,fJ,±e{fLf e,t,fJf ... e~(Lt+Lo)e4>(Jt+J,j"). (5.:3) 

Here, in accordance with the previous reasonings, x±· are the d = 2 Minkowski sr-iace ·coordi0 
' 

nates, and the parameters-fields u(x), ql(x), i/>t(x),(t (x), ... constitute an infinite tower of the 
goldstone fields. The gr~up G acts on the coset (5.3) from the left , 

go(>.)g(x, u, </>, .' .. ) = g(x', u', </>',. ,,-) · h (5.4) 

where g0 (>.) is an arbitrary element of G and h belongs to the subgroup H. The arrangement 
of the group factors as in (5.3) is convenient in that the transformation laws of coordinates 
under conformal transformations (g0 = exp :E!:'_·1 >.nLn) coincide·with the ordinary ones (2.2), 
while the variations of u(x) and qi( x) depend only on the sp.ace coordinates x±, but not on the 
coordinates-fields: -

· D,\u(x) 

8,\</>(x) 

'u'(x') - u(x) =~(cl+>.++ a_>.-) 
. 2 

= ql'(x') - </>(x) = 0 · (5.5), 

We see that·conforiual transformations of these fields coincide with th~ Toda lattice ones (2.3), 
(3.5). . . . , . . . , • 

The ln transformations of the Minkowski space coordinat~s and parameters-fields can be 
also deduced from the general formula (5.4). For x± and u(x), ql(x) we get the following 
transformations (we write down here only the transformations generated by the + branch of 
the group G) · · 

OaX V3 / ' r,; (V3 ' ' ) ( ) = •-2 a(x)+2v3_ 2 it,1+e1 a X 

80 u(x) = -: ( ~ 1P1+e)a'(x) + (6i/>2 + 2v'3e;) a(x) · 

¼•';(X)-H: •. H,) a'(7) + 3 [ (: •• +(.)'-(,] •ex) Daq\(x) = 

(5.6) 

4The parameters m1 , m2 reflect a freedom in extracting the diagonal SL(3, R) group in SL+(3, R) x 
SL-(3,R). 
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where the function a(x) collects constant parameters of the group element g0 : 
' ' ! 

+oo · +co 
go= exp L anln , · a(x) = L anxn+2 

n=-2 n=-2 

The main peculiarity of transformations (5.6) and their crucial difference from. th~ conform'al 
ones is that ln have no realizations on the coordinates;± alone - th~se.generators necessarily 
mix the space coordinates with the goldstorie fields i/>1,i/>2,e1,e2. Moreoveri in fac~ we deal 
here with an infinite-dimensional nonlinear representation of W3'; because the fields i/>1, 6 are 
transformed through higher-spin fields t/J2 , 6, i/>a, 6 and so\m. It is impossible to single out in 
our coset space any finite-dimensional coordinate subset closed under W3'. We ~tress that at 
this step the transformations of gold.stone fields taken at a fixed point contain in each term · • 
no.more than one.field derivative which is due to the field-dependent shift of x in (5.6). The 
same is. true, of course, for higher-spin transformations which appear in the Lie brackets of 
(5.6). How to obtain the standard higher-derivative realization of.W3 proceeding from these· 
pure geometric transformati~ns? A key to this problem is provided by the inverse Higgs effect. 
In order to utilize it, one needs to construct covariant Cartan forms on the coset space G / H. 

These are introduced by the standard relation [7] 

+oo +oo 
g-.1dg = L w±L! + L !1±1~ + .' .. , (5.7) 

n=-1 n=-2 

where dots stand for the forms enteririg with' the higher spin generators. Let us stress that 
the transformation law of Cartan forms (5.7) is more complicated than in standard nonlinear 

, I;ealizations (including those of Virasoro group) [7], because the coset (5.3) isnot ortonormal in 
Carta.n's sense5

• Nevertheless, for our purpose it suffices to he sure that all the forms associated: 
with the coset ge~erators still transform homogeneously. Let us quote several first forms i~ (5. 7) 

. ' " ' ; ' ' " -

n± 
-2 

n± 
I 

w':1 
± 

W1 

w± 
' ,2 

= e-uch(V3ql)clx± , wt= du - 2efdx± 

=' e" [(def+ et
2
dx± + ~it,t

2
dx± -3e{dx±) ch(V3ql)+ 

+ ~ (dtt+ 6it,f etdx± -4ip;dx±) sh(V3ql)] 

= e2
" (de{+ 4eNNx±_-4efdx±) 

. 0 , n:\ = - ~e~u sh(V3q\)dx± , n~ = d¢ :__ 3it,tdx± , 

= . eu [ ~ (def+··etdx± + ~it,t
2
dx± - 3e{dx±) sh(\1'3¢)+ 

+ ( di/>t+ 6ipf ef dx± - 4ip{dx±) ch( V3q\)]. 
________ ,_, .c_···_' _· __;_· _,_ -_ ; ' i ~ 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

5Recall that.the ortonormality of some coset G/H means that the generators belonging to the coset can be 
chosen.so that, being commuted with'those from the stability subgroup; they always yield themselves but not 
the H-generators. This is obviously not the case for our coset (5.3). · 
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,, 

nt -= e2u-[4¢, (de;+ 4eN;dx± -4efdx±) + dip; -etdipt-3ipNt2dx± + -

+~ipf
3
dx± + 4er#dx± + 12t/Jre;dx± ~ 5ipidx±] -

We see that the fields 1Pf 2 , et2 enter into some coset space forms linearly and homogeneously. 
Hence, according to a gene~al theorem of [8), they can bi; covariantly expressed in terms of u 
and ¢, by equating some projections of these forms to zero. The same is true for the higher-spin 
goldstone fieltls. Wi_thout entering into details, the Complete infinite set of the i~verse Higgs 
covariant _constraints expressing all the goldstone fields through u, ¢, and_ derivatives of the 
latter.is as follows 

wt+wo 
w;;I+ == o 

o, nt+n0 =0 

w;;-1-·=o , ntl+=O n;;- 1- = 0 for all n ~ 1 

~here I± means that a given Cartan form i~ projected onto dx±, respectively. 

(5.10) 

From the explicit expressions for the lowest Cartan forms (5.8)-(5.9) we obtain the following · 
expressions for some lower spin parameters~fields -

et 

et 

ip; 

2 
a±u(x) ' 1Pf = 38±¢,(x) 
1 - . 

. 3 [aiu(x) +(a±u(x))2.+ (8±c/>(x))2] 

1 2 - -= 68±¢,(x) +a±u(x)8±c/>(x), etc. 

(5.11) 

Let us ~tress that the co~straints (5.10) are purely kine~atical and do not imply equations of 
motion; Their role· is to covariantly ·express. all the param~ters-of our coset (5.3) in te{·r;1s of 
u(x),¢,(x) aild derivatives of the latter. . . -

Now we may substitute the expressions (5.11) into the transformation laws (5.6) and check 
that the resulting spin 3 transformations of W3 precisely coincide with those of the Toda lattice 

_ fields (3.6): · 

8u(x) = u'(x) - u(x) 

· 6¢,(x) = ¢,'(x) - ¢,(x) 

1 ~ 

= - 2a'(x)8¢, + a(x) {82</> ~ 48u8¢,) 

¼a"(x)-;a'(x)au+a(x) (2(8u) 2 -:-2(8¢,)2 
- 8 2u) 

(5.12) 

Thus we have succeeded in deducing the Toda realization of nonli~ear W3 sym.metry starting 
from a pure geometric coset realization of some linear higher-spin symmetry W3 . In other 
words, W3 arises as a particular field realization of this huge algebra. The crucial role in this 
phenomenon is played by the inverse Higgs constraints reducing an infinite number of the.initial 
goldstone fields to the two essential ones u(x) and ¢,(x). Moreover, it turns out that the s/3 

Toda lattice equations of motion acquire a new geometric meaning within this approach. This 
is discussed in the next Section. · 

6 sl3 Toda latti~e as a nonlinear realization _ 

So far, our fields·u(x)and ¢,(x) were not subject to any "dynamical equation. To get a dynamics 
for these fields, we have to_ carry out the covariant reduction of the coset G / H. 

IO 

This reduction goes as follows. Given Cartan forms (5.7) defined from the beginning over 
the infinite-dimensional algebra W3 (4.9), one imposes on them the covariant constraint 

+oo +oo 
g- 1dg = L w'lL; + L n±J; + ... = g-;.~dg,.d E g ' (6.1) 

n=-1 n=-2 

where g is some subalgebra in l·V3
00 (4.9). Constraint (6.1) means that all Cartan's forms 

associated with the generators which do not belong to the subalgebra Q must be put· equal to 
zero. There is only one limitation on 9: to ensure covariance of the constraint (6.1) under group 
G, it must include the algebra of H (5.2)6. In the case at hand; the most general subalgebra 9 
consists of the following generators · 

-1 2 -1 2 1 2 1 

· ,;± = J± - ::ilL± - ~ J"'f' - v13 L"'f' 
·1 fl± = J. ± + LJ.r ± - 5. f J"'f + ::il L"'fj 

_. : ,._ , -] 2 -1 2 1 2 1 , 

9 0( n± _ 1± _ m~m~J"'f' - (6.2) 
-C • -2 4 2 -

u = Lt - Lo , T = Jt - Jo 
• Highc!r spin generators: · 

This algebra includes the stability subgroup algebra (5.2) as a subalgebra. Let us remind that 
~II the higher spin generators in the algebra 9 constitute its ideal. It is a simple task to check 
that the factor-algebra G/(higher spin generators) is the diagonal s/(3, R) with the following 
commutation relations: · ·- · 

[n+,n-]=-3m~i_nW, [u,n±]=±2B±_, [U,R±]=±R± [u,s±]=±S±, 

[T,R±] = ±V3R± , (z\s±] = ::i=J3S± , [B±,R"'f'] = -V3mfS±, . (6.3) 

[B± ~'f] _ -V3 "2~± [R+ R:_] _:_ 3mf U · 3V3mfT 
'~ - m2 , , .. - 2 + 2 . , 

. [s+ <,-] - 3m~: 3 '3;n2 'L - --U - __ V_"_2T 
2 .. 2 

[R±, s±] == ...:. JJa± 

and the parameters m 1 and m 2 have t_he meaning of some inverse constant curvatures.', 
: .The covariant reduction constraints (6.1) read in terms of the forms"-'; and n; as 

wt+wo 

± 
W1 

n± 
1 

o , nt+no = o 
mf + m~ "'f JJ(m~ - mf) n"'f 

-4 -W-1 + 8 "-1 

2 2 2 + 2 
11l2 - ml w"'f' - ml 11l-2 !l"'f 

2JJ -1 4 -1 

2 2 
n±· = m1m2n"'f 

2 4 -2. 

w; 0 n;+i = O for all 11 -~ :! 

(6..1) 

6 Let ·us remind that the Cartan 's forms belonging to the algebra of the stability subgroup II an• transformed 
inhomogeneously under G. So, putting them equal to zero would innm'diately_ break the G invarian~,--

7We are at liberty to put m~ as well m~ equal to zero. This gives rise to alt.ernative n,Juctfons. with u(.r). 
and/or ¢(x) described by free actions. · · 
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Note that the set (6.4) includes our previously established inverse Higgs phenomenon constraints 
(5.10) as a subset, so all the parameters of our coset are expressed in terms of u(x),¢(,1') by 
the same formulas (5.11). · 

It is straightforward to check that the constraints (6.4) result in au additional infinite set of 
equations for the coset parameters, which actually prove to b~ equivalent to two equations for 
the fields u(x),¢,(x). These equations are just the equations of motion of the s/3 Toda lattice 
(3.2). 

It is worth noting that a zero-curvature representation for the system (3.1) on the s/(3, R) 
algebra [15) automatically arises in this picture. Indeed, after imposing the constraints (6.4), 
we are left wit~ the forms on g (6.2) involving the two fields u(x),¢(x): 

' ' , . 

!lred _!_e-u--/34>dx±R± _ _!_e-u+-/34>dx±s± + (8_udx-..:. D+udx+)U + 
v'3 . v'3 -
+( 8_,pdx- ~ 8+¢dx+ )T + higher spin generators. (6:5) 

However, as we have already menti"oned in Section 3, the higher spiri generators constitute an 
ideal in the algebra g (6.2), so the Maurer-Cartan equations for the forms 

!l,1(3,R) = _!_e -u-:.n<1> dx± R± - _!_e-~+-/34> dx± s± -
v'3 v'3 . 
+(a_udx- - D+ud:X+)U +(8_,pdx- - D+</>dx:)T . (6.6) 

are closed without any contribution from the higher-spin forms: Thus, the Maurer-Cartan 
equation for the group SL(3, R) immediately yields the zero-curvature condit~on for n,1(3,n): 

~xtn,1(3,R) = !ls/(3,R) /\ !lst(3,R) (6.7) 

It is a simple exercise to verify that eq.(6.7) is equivalent to the Toda lattice ·equations (3.1). 
A few comments are needed concerning the geometric meaning of the above procedure. As 

was explained in [9, 16J on simple examples, the essence of the covariant reduction consists 
in reducing a given group space to its some lower-dimensional fully geodesic subspace, in a 
way covariant under the original nonlinear realization. The dynamical equations (Liouville 
equation [9], the equations of conformal mechanics [16], etc) come out as the basic constraints 
accomplishing this reduction. In the present case the rel_evant fully geodesic subspace, defined 
like in other cases as the quotient of the covariant reduction subgroup over the stability sub
group, coincides with the two-dimensional coset of the group SL(3, R) over its six-parameter 
parabolic subgroup. In the theory of s/3 Toda lattice this manifold is expected to play the role 
analogous to SL(2,R)/S0(1,l) in the Liouville (s/2 Toda lattice) theory. Recall that the sin 
Toda lattice equations can alternatively be obtained by a kind of the Hamiltonian reduction 
[17] from those of the SL(N, R) WZNW sigma model [18]. This suggests obviou·s parallels 
between the Hamiltonian and covariant reductions. An essential difference between these two 
procedures lies in the fact that the covariant reduction produces dynamical systems starting _ 
from the manifolds which were not origin'ally subject to any dynamical restrictions, while in the 
Hamiltoiiiaii reduction one begins with ·a dynamical system and then constrains it in a proper 
way8 • At present, the precise correspondence between these two types of reduction is not quite 
clear to us. · 

8We thank A.Isaev for suggesting this argument to us. 
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Finally, we briefly discuss one more interesting application of the covariant reduction tech
niques .. If 'Ye start from the group W3 x Wt, the relevant Cartan forms are given by the same 
expression (5:8),(5.9) in which one has to put ~n = O,'Pn+i = O,n = 2,3, .. ,. After imposing 
thesame constraints (6.4) , we again obtain the Toda lattice equations (3.1) for u(z), ip(x) but 
they are_now accompanied by the additional constraints · · 

r/-2> = o , · 1<~3> =:= _o (6.8) 

Constraints (6.8) are compatible with th~ ~qll~tions (i.1) but severei/fixth~ c~o~di~at~ de
'pendence of u(x) and </>(x), thus selecting a partic~lar class of solutions of the.equations (3.1). 
Let us remark that the Toda lattice system with the constraints (6.8) is closely related to the 
chiral .boson the6ry[19] .. ' · · · · · 

7 . Summary and comments 

· In this paper we have constructed, for the first time, a g~oiteti-i~ ~ealization. of ~la~sical W3 

symmetry in some infinite-dimensional. coset space and have. shown an. intimate relation of • 
this realizatiori to the ~/3 Toda lattice equations. The central point of our constructi~n is 

. the sub_stitution of the nonlinear _W3 algebra by the !iii.ear algebra Wf',which includes all the 
higher-spin. composites of the ·spin 2 and spin 3 generators as independent generators. This 
allowed us to apply to the present case the powerful techniques of nonlinear realizations [7] . 
supplemented with the inverse Higgs effect [8] and the covariant redtidion method [9, 10, 
16]. The Toda lattice realization of W3 on two scalar fields u(x) and ¢(x) amounts to that 
of W3

00 in a coset space originally involvirig an infinite number of the coordinates-goldstone 
fields whichare covariantly expressed. afterwards via u(x) .and ¢(x) by the inverse Higgs effect. 
The s/3 Toda. lattice equations also arise geometrically as the result of utilizing a dynamical 
version of this effect, covariant reduction. Their geometric role.is to single out (together with 
the kinematic inverse Higgs constraints) a fully geodesic subspace in. the initial coset space. 
This subspace is hom~oinorphic to the two-dimensional quotient of SL(3, R) over its maximal 
parabolic subgroup. Thus, s13 Toda system turns out to be associated with this special manifold, 
in the same way as Liouville theory is associated with the coset SL(2, R)/ S0(1, 1) ·[9]. · 

Among possible generalizations and applications of our approach, we first mention ext~nding 
it to other WN symmetries (associated.with the algebras sl(N,R), as well as with the algebras 
from other Cartan's series, e.g. so(N)). We' expect the one-to-one correspondence bet~een 
nonlinear realizations of these symmetries ( to be more precise, of the appropriate W,v · sym
metries) arid the related two-dimensional Toda lattices. The int~insic relation bet~een Toda 
systems and the geometry of WN symmetries established ·here· co~ld have .many interesting 
consequences, e.g. in W gravities, mat~ix models,etc. Th~ fact that the Toda lattice fields 
can be interpreted as parameters of some coset manifolds of W,v, i.e. as a kind of generalized 
angular variables, raises an interesting problem of embedding them into linear representations 
of WN (W.v')- Exploring this might shed more light on the interplay between Toda systems and 
the representation theory of W algebras, both on classical and quantum levels. 

It is also desirable to understand in full how the linear higher-spin algebras W,v constructed 
by WN are related to the algebras W.,;,, w00 , W1+00 ;''It seems that allW,v''s can be o.btained 
from W 00 via appropriate contractions and truncations.. It is worth noting that W,v' .with 
different N are by no means embedded into each other; rather, the lower N algebras are 
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contractions and truncations of the higher N ones. For example,. the regular. pai-t of W4""' is 
· expected to involve the same set of generators as in eq. (4.9), however, these g~neratots satisfy 
different commutation relations and this is the point where the specificity of W4 as compared 
to W3 manifests itself. .Also, in eq.(4.10), the generators L~,Jm and Ak, though possessing 
the S L(2, R) multiplet structure of SL( 4, R) generators,· generate some contraction of sl( 4, R) 
(modulo an infinite-dimensional ideal). On the other hand,· in wr the same set of generators 
forms the genuine sl( 4, R) ( once again, modulo an ideal). 

The most perspective and ambitious ·extension of our nonlinear realization approach is to 
apply it to other nonlinear algebras an'd superalgebras, e.g., Knizhnik-Bersh~dsky superalgcbras 
[20], and, perhaps, to quantum algebras. In this way we expect to obtain new integrable systems 
and to render a new geo~etric interpretation to the known ones, such as the KdV, MkdV.and 
KP hierarchies. 
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